Errata: Repetition rate dependency of reactive oxygen species formation during femtosecond laser–based cell surgery
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This article [J. Biomed. Opt. 14, 054040 (2009)] was originally published online on 30 October 2009 with an error in the acknowledgments, which read:

“This work was funded by the initiative of the German Federal and State Governments through the German Research Foundation (DFG) within the excellence cluster “REBIRTH” and by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) (Project FKZ13N9441).”

The acknowledgments should read:

“This work was funded by the initiative of the German Federal and State Governments through the German Research Foundation (DFG) within the excellence cluster “REBIRTH” and the Transregio 37.”

All versions of the article were corrected on 24 September 2010.